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We have developed a quantum theory of the transverse conductivity of semiconductors in a
strong magnetic field, taking the inelastic scattering of the electrons into account. If the
interaction between the electrons and the scatterers is treated in the Born approximation, we
obtain a formula for the conductivity in terms of an integral of the retarded two-particle
Green's function of the electron system in a magnetic field. We study this formula for the
case where the electrons obey Boltzmann statistics and where one may neglect the influence
of their mutual Coulomb interaction on the conductivity. We consider both the classical and
the quantum regions of magnetic fields and scattering both by acoustical and by optical
phonons. By comparing the results obtained through solving the transport equation with those
from quanta! calculations in the classical region we show that in practically the whole of that
region one can apply the transport equation, with a collision operator which is independent of
the magnetic field. We determine the dependence of the transverse low-temperature resistivity, which is caused by the scattering by optical phonons, on the magnetic field. It turns
out that it may be a step function with many steps. We obtain in the quantum region equations
for the transverse conductivity in different limiting cases. We predict theoretically resonance
oscillations in the conductivity which are periodic in 1/H and which are connected with the
scattering by optical phonons. Maxima in the oscillations may occur when the limiting frequency of the optical phonons is a multiple of the Larmor frequency. In the classical region
the oscillations are a small quantum correction to the conductivity, but they are relatively
large in the quantum region.
ADAMS and Holstein 1 developed a theory of the
electrical conductivity in a quantized magnetic
field by solving directly the equations for the
density matrix. They considered a number of
different scattering mechanisms, using the Born
approximation and assuming the scattering to be
elastic. Argyres and Roth 2 used a similar method
to study inelastic scattering. They obtained a
formula for the transverse conductivity which was
a sum over the electron quantum numbers in the
magnetic field, but they did not analyze this
formula.
It is the aim of the present paper to ascertain
the influence of the inelasticity of the scattering on
transport phenomena in a strong magnetic field.
We restrict ourselves to Boltzmann statistics and
consider two characteristic cases: 1) scattering by
acoustical phonons where the inelasticity is small
and leads to relatively small effects, and 2) scattering by polarized optical vibrations, when account
of the inelasticity may change all the characteristic
dependences.

We shall call a magnetic field "strong" when the
ratio of the diagonal element of the transverse conductivity tensor to its off-diagonal element satisfies
the inequality
(1)

Only when inequality (1) is satisfied does there
exist a small parameter which allows us to write
the expressions for axx and axy as expansions in
powers of the scattering potential. Such expansions
can, of course, occur only when the Born approximation can be applied. If, however, inequality (1)
is not satisfied, it is, generally speaking, impossible to expand the expression for axx in a series
of ascending powers in the scattering potential,
even if the Born approximation is applicable.
We shall differ from references 1 and 2 in
starting from Kubo's formula 3 for the transverse
conductivity in a magnetic field. It allows us to
express axx in terms of the electron Green's
function in a magnetic field and saves us thereby
from unpleasant summations (see, for instance,
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reference 2 }. Also, such a method is very general
and makes it, for instance, possible to take the
Coulomb interaction of the electrons into account.
The range of strong fields includes the classical
region where a = tm/2kT « 1 ( n is the Larmor
frequency, T the temperature} and the quantum
region where a .G 1. Although the Boltzmann
transport equation can be applied in the first
region, we shall use there also quantum calculations. Quantum methods are the only ones which
can be applied in the second region.
We have compared in all cases the results from
the calculations using Kubo's formula in the
classical region with those obtained by solving the
transport equation. This has allowed us to ascertain when the collision operator in the transport
equation can be assumed to be independent of the
magnetic field. It turns out that for the electronphonon interaction this is possible in practically
the whole of the classical region studied.
Since we were not aware of any paper in which
the transport equation was solved for the case of
electrons scattered in a magnetic field by optical
phonons at low temperatures, we solved it in the
present paper. We discovered as a result that the
plot of the function <Jxx ( H} can consist in this
case of two horizontal regions and two steeply
drooping regions.
We also evaluated the quantum corrections to
axx in the classical region. It turns out that when
the scattering is by optical phonons these can oscillate and go through a maximum whenever the
limiting frequency of the optical vibrations w 0 is a
multiple of the Larmor frequency. These oscillations are periodic in the reciprocal of the field,
but in contrast to all other known types of oscillations of the static conductivity, they occur in the
case of Boltzmann statistics.
In the quantum region we found the dependence
axx ( H} for the case where n » w 0 and where the
scattering is by acoustical and optical phonons;
this dependence is the same as the one obtained
by Adams and Holstein, 1 apart from a logarithmic
factor. In the case w 0 » n, where we could not
use the methods of Adams and Holstein, we discovered a non-monotonic oscillatory dependence
for axx ( H }. As in the classical case, <Jxx goes
through a maximum when the frequency w0 is a
multiple of n, but what is a small correction in
the classical limit is part of the main effect in the
quantum region.
We studied the oscillations in the classical and
the quantum regions for the case of scattering by
optical phonons in ionic crystals. It is, however,
clear that this effect is caused solely by the pres-

ence of a limiting phonon frequency and is independent of the details of the electron-phonon interaction. It can therefore, for instance, also be observed in the case of scattering by optical phonons
in atomic semiconductors such as germanium.
1. We shall assume that the electron dispersion
law is quadratic and isotropic and that the magnetic
field is along the z axis. Kubo's formula, which
expresses <Jxx in terms of the velocity operators
of the motion of the center of the Landau oscillator,
is of the form
00

(e 2 ~/ 2V0 ) ~ dt Sp [ef3F-{3(.1f-!LN)

CJxx =

X(t) X(0)]

-00
00

=(ell~/ 2V0 ) ~

dt

d~ (t) X(0)).

(2}

-00

Here {3 = 1/kT, J.L is the chemical potential, 2ft
2fte + :Jtsc + U, U is the electron-scatterer
interaction potential, 2ftsc is the Hamiltonian of
the scatterers, :Jte is the Hamiltonian of the system of electrons including their mutual interaction,
=

X(t) =

ei.1ft/li

X(O) e-i.1ft/li,

(3}

V0 is the normalization volume, N is the particle
number operator, and e-f3F = Tr e-f3 (:J£ -J.LN).
The operator X commutes with the Hamiltonian
of the free electrons in a magnetic field. pne can
show by straightforward calculation that X commutes also with the electron-electron interaction
operator, and this reflects the law of conservation
of momentum during two-body collisions. Using
the equations of motion we get from this (see
reference 3 )

X= ~~'ll*(r, cr)+[:J£, X]'IJ(r, cr)d r
3

a

=

e~ ~ ~ 'IJ* (r, cr) 00~ 'lJ (r, cr) d3r.

(3a)

a

Here a is the spin variable and
'll (r, cr) = ~ aAs 'PAs (r, cr)
AS

is the second-quantized electron wave function.
The index X labels the orbital states of the electron and when we choose the gauge A = ( 0, Hx, 0}
it indicates the totality of the quantum numbers
Pz• n, and X; s is the z-component of the electron
spin. In the chosen gauge X= i (cti/eH) '0/oy.
The electron-phonon interaction operator U is
of the form where
U (r) = ~ (cq bq eiqr

+ c; b; e-iqr),

(4}

q

bq and bq are the creation and annihilation operators for phonons with wave vector q. For acoustical phonons
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I Cq 12

=

co

E~ 'fiq I 2Vo pw.

(5 )

Kq(w)= ~ dteUw-v)l~d3 r~d 3 r'e-iq(r-r'>K(r,r',t)
-co

For optical phonons (in polar crystals)

00

lcqj2 = Alq2Vo.

(6)

=

~ dw' <Dq (w') (I -

e-fiw'f3) (w'-

w- ivf\

(12)

-00

where according to Davydov and Shmushkevich4
A = 4:rt 21i (Ze 2 r I ao) 2 I Mao Wo,

and according to Krivoglaz and

(7a)

(13)

Pekar 5

A= 2n'fiw 0 e2 (I I Boo- I I Eo)·

(7b)

Here Eo is the deformation potential constant, p
the density of the crystal, w the sound velocity,
Ze the ion charge, a 0 the distance between neighboring ions. y the dimensionless constant in the
ionic polarizability, M the mass in an elementary
cell, w0 the limiting frequency of the optical vibrations, and Eo and Eoo the dielectric constant of the
crystal with and without taking the ionic contribution into account. We shall assume that the frequency of the optical phonons is independent of q
and that the frequency of the acoustical phonons
is equal to wq.
We restrict ourself to the second approximation
in U. After substituting (3) and (4) into (2) we can
then replace in the exponents :1t by :1t e + :1t sc and
average over the phonon variables. Writing the
remaining term as a sum over the states of the
whole of the electron system, we get as the result
axx

=

r

(~:2ia c~ ~ d3 qqz I Cq 12 [Nq <Dq (wq)

+ (Nq + I) <D_q (- Wq)],
<Dq (w)

=

h

1i

J..)..' ss'

r 1, and

I:!. "As, )..'s' (q) = 2] ~ '¢~ (r, a) eiqr '¢"A' (r, a) d3 rbss';

(9)

(10)

0

m and n label the states of the total electron system, and En= (:Jee)nn.
To evaluate <I>q ( w ) we establish the connection
between it and the two-particle retarded Green's
function with the coordinates pairwise equal,
summed over the spin variables:
cr, 1)¢(r, cr, l),¢+(r', cr', O)¢(r', cr', 0)]),1>0
K( r,r', t)-\i2](['p+(r,
- Cl, a'

0

t) = i 2] 2] exp {i (BJ..s- BJ..•s) t I 'fi} '¢~ (r) '¢)..' (r)
/.)..' s

X '¢~.

(14)

(r') '¢).. (r') (ni.s - n1.•s).

Here EAs is the energy of an electron in the state
with quantum numbers A and s; nAs is the Fermi
function of EAs.
For the case of Boltzmann statistics nAs
= exp { {3 (p, - EAs)} and one can sum over A.
This leads to
K0 (r, r', t) = 2i cosh(M2 0 ~I 2)[G (r', r,

~

• t<0

(11)
(the symbol [ ... , ... ] indicates a commutator).
Writing as before the trace of (11) as a sum
over the states of the electron system, one finds
easily the following relation

(15)

where according to Sondheimer and
G (r, r', r)

exp {~F- ~(En- ~-tNn)} 6 ('fiw- Em+ En)

!:l"As, w (q) (n Iat, aJ..'s' I m)j 2,

K0 (r, r',

X G (r, r', ~+it I 'fi)],

m, n

X j2] 2]

Larkin6 found an expression for Kq ( w) for a
system of interacting electrons for the case H = 0.
Larkin's method can easily be generalized to the
case where H "¢ 0. We can thus evaluate the
screening of phonon potential. This problem will
be considered separately. In the present paper
we shall not take the interaction between the electrons into account.
In the zeroth approximation in the interaction*

-itl'fi)G(r, r', itl'fi)-G(r', r, -itl'fi)
(8)

where Nq = [ exp (tiwq/kT) - 1

where v > 0, v- 0. Since <I>q ( w) is real, we get
from this

=

2] '¢~

Wilson 7

(r') '¢).. (r) e-Y•)..

J..

=

eiq>

<r. r')

(-m-)''•
_2!_ ex p {- __!!!_ [ fJ coth fJ ( !:lx 2
2n1i.2 r sinh'll
21i.2t

+ !:ly2) + /),.z2]}.

(16)

Here Ax = x - x', ... , 17 = tiQy /2, y is an arbitrary
complex number ( Re y :=::: 0), Q = ~H/mc, Q0
= eH/m 0c, m is the effective electron mass, and
m 0 is the mass of a free electron. The phase
factor cp depends on the choice of gauge but always
satisfies the equation
cp (r, r')

+ cp (r', r) =

0,

(17)

because K0 ( r, r', t) depends only on the difference
r - r'.

Evaluating the Fourier component of
K 0 ( r - r ', t) with respect to both the coordinates
and the time, we find that
*Expression (14) is linear in n'A.s• This enables us to write
the conductivity for the case of Fermi statistics in an integral
in the complex {3 plane of the conductivity for the case of
Boltzmann statistics (see the papers by Rumer").
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o

oo

n2

}

2m

Kq (w) = 2nVo \ dteUoo-v) I sin ( ~ t

n2
+~sin
2mQ

w)

where a 2 = cti/eH. Substituting (25} into (21}, replacing in the second term N by- N, and using
(13} we get finally

0

q2

n2q2

exp - 2 m~ t 2 (

X

2 m~

f3

coth IX sin 2 ~~

)

(18}

•

<Dg (w)

Here qj_ = q~ + q~; n is the electron concentration
in a magnetic field, and is equal to

= 2 cosh (liQof3)

n

X

_a_(____!!!___)'
;, e~fl. ·
sh a 2nlt2f3

2

(19}

Bonch-Bruevich and Mironov 9 obtained the function
(18} using a different method.
2. We study the expression for the imaginary
part of (18}, which determines O"xx by virtue of
(8} and (13}. As H- 0 we can write the integral
over t in closed form and get
IrnKo (w) = VnnVo (1-e-n"'ll) exp [1irof3 -~- n2q2
qvT

q

q2 v~

2

8mkT

J'

(20}

where VT = ,; 2kT /m is the thermal velocity of the
electron. This function was obtained by Larkin. 6
We shall use it to evaluate uxx in the classical
region.
For calculations in the quantum region it is
co~venient to use another form for Im
w },
wh1ch we shall obtain now. Writing the product
of two sine terms in the expression for the imaginary part of (18} as the sum of products of four
exponentials, we find that

KQ (

o

nV

ImKq(w)=Texp

{

li 2 q2

f3cotha}

~ma

-

~ij

L (w) =

li 2 q 2

f3cotha

~ma

2

cos x

-

00 )

Q

X

nq'i

+l

.

(NQ-

exp { -

2

li q; }

w)2
2

qz VT

2

-

8mkT

(26}

·

3. It can be seen from the initial equations (2}
and (3} that in the second approximation in U, in
which all calculations have been made, the different scattering mechanisms do not interfere with
one another. The total transverse conductivity is
thus a sum of the conductivities related to the various scattering mechanisms, and it is sufficient to
evaluate separately each of the terms in this sum.
We start with the solution of the simplest problem: the calculation of the conductivity in the
quantum region. First we consider scattering by
acoustical phonons. One can see from Eq. (26}
that the main contribution to the interaction with
the electrons comes from the phonons with wave
vectors q ;>, 1/a. We shall assume that for q ~ 1/a
the inequality
(1iw I kT) 2 ~ (1iw I akT) 2 ~ 1Xmw 2 I kT ~I

(27}

which is usually experimentally satisfied, is still
satisfied. If (27} is valid we can write
Nq

=Nq + I =kT I 1iwq.

(27a}

We substitute (5}, (26}, and (27a} into (8} and
integrate over ~ using the formula 10
00

0

mQ
+ l. ( 2nq;

nV0
exp ( nwf3 _ q'i a2cothcx) ~ I ( q'i a~)
2
V 1t I qz I vT
N=-oo N 2sinha
2

R.e[L(w)-L(-w)],

00

\'.) dx exp {- q; ~v} x +
4 22

=

.

2mQ Slll X

}

~ e-axiN(bx)xmdx = (-l)mb-N_a_
(22}

•

aam

0

We changed here to a new integration variable x
=Qt.

It then turns out that all terms are exponentially

Using the well-known formula
00

L;

exp[+iz(t-llt)]=

(23}

iNIN(z)tN,

N=-oo

we get the relation
exp

2 2
( li q f3 cotha

~ma

liq 2

cos x + i 2 m~ sin x

= ~ ea.N+iNx I (
~

N

N=-oo

)

q'i a2 )
2sinha '

(24}

and we can use this to write the real part of the
integral (22} easily in the form
oo

~

R.eL(w) =

(q2a2)

ea.NIN 2sTnlia R.e

N=-oo

X

2

exp{- (

x2

o

+ i ( 2;~ + N- ~
It

~ dxexp{- q~~;

)

-vqz iv~ N~-oo ea.N IN (2q~~tx)
00

}

X

=

J

I

~~ + NQ-wr q;v}}'

2

Pxx =

2

crxx

cr xx

+ axy2 =-crxx
2crxy

2

2

1

= 311 IX Pa Ill

[

1 (vT ) 2 ]

Ct W

, (29}

where Pa = 1/ua is the resistivity, which is determined by the scattering by acoustical phonons in
zero magnetic field. It is well known that4

22

oo

small compared with the zeroth term and one needs
only take that one into account. If in evaluating the
latter we neglect quantities of the order of unity
compared to the large logarithm, it turns out in the
final result that O"xx depends logarithmically on
the magnetic field and we find for Pxx the following
equation

2

(25}

Cia= (4 I 3 Vn) ne 2 Tal m,

(30}

where the "thermal" relaxation time is
(31}
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if the opposite inequality holds, and we separate
Expression (29) is essentially the same as the
two limiting cases. The first one is that of very
corresponding result of Adams and Holstein, 1 difstrong fields, when !.1 » w0 • In the second, more
fering from it only by the logarithmic factor. This
realistic one we have !.1 < w0 • Substituting (6} into
difference is a natural one, for when we put w = 0
(26) and (8) and going over to dimensionless intein (26}, i.e., we assume, as in reference 1, that
gration variables in each term of the series
the collisions are elastic and then integrate over
qz, the term with N = 0 turns out to diverge for
v=Tiq}_)2mQ,
u=nq;IJN 0 +6+NJ2mQ,
(33)
small qz. Adams and Holstein removed this divergence by taking the finite level width into account.
we find that
00
We, however, have studied the case where it is
Oxx = ne2 (Tiwo~Y'· [4 VnmQ 2 fosinh(1iwo~l2)r 1 2] eN, (34)
essential to take the inelasticity of the scattering
N=-oo
00
into account. We note that it has been shown by
CN=ri-~ duu- 1 exp{-a/N 0 +<'1+N/(ul2+ 112u)}
Skobov 11 that when the electrons are scattered by
0
point defects uxx also depends only logarithmically
00
(35)
on H.
X~ vdv/N(vlsinh a)(u/N 0 +<'1
To conclude this section we investigate the in0
teresting problem of the expansion parameter
+ N I+ vt1 exp {- v coth a},
used. The Hall conductivity uxy = nec/H is the
zeroth term in the expansion in powers of U, while
t 0 = 2rr.fi2 (Tiw 0 I 2m)'l• A-1 •
(36)
uxx is a quadratic term. One must therefore
Here N0 is the largest integer contained in the
expect that the expansion converges sufficiently
ratio w 0 /!.1; 6 = w 0/!.1 - No.
rapidly if uxxluxy « 1 [as a matter of fact this
We split the sum in (34) into three parts
inequality was used when Eq. (29) was derived].
N
co
Also, in our case this ratio is of the order of magS1 = 2] eN,
s2 = .:2] c_N, s3 = 2] e-N· <37 >
nitude
N=O
N=l
N=No+l
CO

(32)
The third factor in Eq. (32) is of the order of
magnitude of several units, the second factor is
usually very small at low temperatures, and the
first factor can be large in strong magnetic fields.
To determine the expansion parameter by a
more reliable method, we used the technique proposed by Konstantinov and Perel' 12 to evaluate the
correction of order U4 to uxy· It turns out that
this correction is proportional to H, i.e., its ratio
to uxx increases with the field in the same way as
(32). A very strong field, for which the ratio
uxxluxy is again ..G 1, therefore becomes "weak''
in the sense of the criterion (1) and our theory or
the theory of Adams and Holstein1 can not be applied to it.
However, even before such fields are reached
it turns out that inequality (27) no longer holds
when q ~ 1/a. For such q it is already impossible
to use the expansion (27a) for the Planck function,
and the values cu ~ kT /tiw play therefore a role
in the integral over cu_. Klinger 13 has shown that
in that case axx ~ 1/H2. It can thus happen that if
inequality (27) is violated before (1}, there exists a
small expansion parameter in the whole region of
strong fields.
4. We turn now to a study of scattering by
optical phonons. We shall assume that tiw 0,B » J,
since the quantum limit is practically unattainable

0

In the quantum limit only the term with N = 0 plays
a role in the first sum, and all other terms are
exponentially small in comparison. In this term
the values v ~ J and I N0 + 61 u ~ w 0/!.1 are important. If !.1 » Wo, then S2 = 0 and 83 iS exponentially small, and in the evaluation of C 0 we can
neglect I N0 + 6 I u in comparison with v in the
exponent in (35). The integral over v is then
equal to unity and we can easily evaluate the integral over u by using the inequality tiw 0,B » J. As
a result we get
(38)
Here p 0 = 1/u0 is the low-temperature resistivity
for H = 0, which is connected with the scattering
by optical phonons. According to Davydov and
Shmushkevich 14 u 0 = ne 2rtfm, where
1'1

= 2:rt1i 2 (Tiw 0 )'1• e'i"'•~ (2m)-' 1• A- 1 = t 0 e'i"',(l.

(39)

The dependence Pxx (H) given in Adams and
Holstein's paper 1 differs from the one of Eq. (38)
only by the logarithmic factor.
If w 0 » !.1 one can, on the other hand, neglect v
in comparison with I N0 + 6/ u when evaluating C 0 •
Then
sl

=Co

=

2 Vn (Tiwo~>-'" aQw;)1 exp {-Tiwo~ I 2}.

(40)

In that case, however, the contribution from S1 is
small compared with the main contribution from
S2• To evaluate the latter we use an approximate
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method, which enables us to find axx apart from a
factor of order of magnitude of unity. The important values in the integrai (35) are v ~ N + coth a
and u ~ 1. The characteristic quantity in s 2 is
therefore the sum

The first term in the quantum formula (48) is
the same as the classical expression for the conductivity, which will be obtained in the following.
This is natural, for in the case w0 /n » 1 the electron states with large values of the vibrational
quantum number n ~ w 0 /Q » 1 are important. One
v+uiNo+~+ NI~N + N 0 -N = N 0 ,
can evaluate the coefficient D in the classical reand we take it outside the integral sign. The
gion. It turns out to be equal to unity.
integral over v can then easily be evaluated using
The second term in (48) describes the specific
Eq. (28) and turns out to be equal to ( 1 + N) e-aN.
quantum resonance oscillations of the conductivity,
Performing the summation over N and changing
which can be noticed against the background of the
the integration variable to u = e-t, we find that
classical term when ti/31 w0 - NQ I « 1. They are
Sa~ ( 4ot 2 I lico 0 ~) exp { - lico 0 ~12} (S~ + s;),
(41) periodic in the reciprocal of the field and occur
for the case of Boltzmann statistics, in contrast
00
s' - \ exp {-1X6(cosh t -1)} [
to all other known types of oscillations of the
2 ) 1 - exp {- IX&(coshl- 1)} No
static conductivity. Their origin can be easily
0
understood. If w0 = NQ with good accuracy, then
+I- 1- exp {-IX (No+ i)(cosht-1)}] dt
(42)
1 - exp {-IX (cosh\t -1)}
'
electronic transitions involving the absorption or
00
emission of a phonon are possible, during which
= \ exp { - ot~ (cos hit- I)} 1 - exp {-IXNo(CoSlttt-1)}dt.
the quantum number n changes by N while Pz
)
'1
1 - exp {- IX(cosht -1)}1
0
(43)
remains almost unchanged. The transition probability
is proportional to the density of the final
Using the inequality N0 » 1 we get easily the
states,
and the total number of transitions for
following estimate
electrons with energies within a given interval is
s~ = D' (licoo~)'1• ot- 2 + (licoo~ I 2ot) ecx 5Ko (ot~}.
(44} proportional to the density of the initial states.
The density of states in a magnetic field near Pz
s; ~ s~ I 1icoo~·
(45)
= 0 has an integrable singularity of the kind [ E
- tiQ ( n + 1;2} r 1/ 2 ( E is the electron energy). If,
Here D is a coefficient of the order of unity, and
however,
transitions are possible where only the
00
one quantum number n changes, then both singular
K (x} = \ e- xcoshl dt =
n;2x exp (-x), x ~ 1 .
(46)
o
)
-lnx,
x~l
factors depend on the same argument, and this
0
leads to a logarithmic divergence of the correThe second term in (44) is a small correction
sponding integral.*
to the first one when ao » 1 (there are then also
One can remove this divergence, for instance,
other correction terms of the same order, which
by
taking
the dispersion of the optical phonons
we do not write down}. If, however, ao « 1, the
account.
More likely to be effective, however,
into
second term in (44) can be very large and deteris
taking
the
scattering
into account without using
mines the resonance oscillations of the conductivity
the
Born
approximation,
or taking the electrontensor.
electron
interaction
into
account.
Since the last
Only the first term plays a role in the sum S3
problem
goes
beyond
the
framework
of the present
(all others are exponentially small). To evaluate
paper,
we
shall
not
study
here
the
mechanism
of
it we can neglect u ( 1 - o) compared to v in the
removal
of
the
divergence.
integral (35}, and we get
5. We turn to the evaluation of axx in the
Sa~ C_(N,+l) = 2ote-(l-S)cxK 0 ((I - ~) ot}.
(47)
classical region. From an analysis of the transport equation in the usual form it is often assumed
As a result we get
that in this region the conductivity in a strong field
(48) is related to the conductivity for H = 0 by a simple
axx = a~~ [D + F (ot, ~)],
order-of-magnitude relation. Indeed, if for H = 0
where

s;

{V

::>~~

=

2/

a (ne 2 I mD. 2 t 0 ) (lico 0 I kT) exp {- lico 0 I kT}.

(49}

Here D is a constant of order unity and the term
F (a, 6) is negligibly small compared to D if
ao ( 1 - 6} » 1. If, however, ao ( 1 - 6} « 1'
F (ot, ~)

=-

(3/2 Vnco 0 ~) ot In [ot~ (!-~)].

(50}

a

=ne2-:tlm,

(51)

*Because the small qz are important in the oscillations,
one can immediately determine the coefficient of the oscillating term exactly, since one can neglect u I N0 + 8 + N I as comto v in the corresponding calculations.
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where T is some average relaxation time for the
conduction electrons, then
Oxx ~ ne2 j0. 2 "Tm.
(52)
then Eq. (52) is assumed to be an estimate which
should yield the correct order of magnitude and
the correct field and temperature dependence of
uxx· It is assumed here that in the classical region the collision operator does not appreciably de, pend on H.
We shall show in the following that even if the
collision operator is indeed independent of the
field, the situation is sometimes not as simple as
that, and (52) may give an incorrect temperature
dependence. Also, we shall be able to state the
conditions under which the collision operator is
independent of the field. To do this we use specific
calculations to verify that the assumption that the
collision operator in the transport equation is
field-independent gives the same formulae for uxx
as are obtained by replacing Im K~ ( w) in Eq. (8)
by its limiting value (20) when H = 0. To find out
when the collision operator is field-independent, it
is then sufficient to ascertain when such a substitution is permissible.
We start again with the case of scattering by
acoustical phonons. Substituting (13) and (20) into
(8) and assuming that mw 2 « kT we get the
formula
(53)
It is the same as the result obtained from the
transport equation and verifies the estimate (52).
6. For optical phonons we get by substituting
(6), (13), and (20) into (8)
0 "'x

=

3f

(liro 0 i3)'h K ('lirooi3)
nmQN 0 sinh(lirooi3/2) 1 -2- '

ne2

(54)

(4/3

-vn) ne

2

j mQ 2-r 0,

(55)

with the high-temperature relaxation time To
= .f1iw 0 jkTt0 •
At low temperatures (1iw 0{3 » 1 ), Eq. (49)
follows from (54). According to Davydov and
Shmushkevich, 4 on the other hand, we get for H
= 0 in the first case (1iw 0{3 « 1)
o = (8/3 Vn) ne 2T 0 jm,

We know of no papers in which the transport
equation in a magnetic field is solved for the
scattering by optical phonons at low temperatures.
It is, however, at once clear that Eq. (49) gives a
different temperature dependence, differing by a
factor 21iw 0 /3kT from the estimate (52). To ascertain the cause of such a discrepancy we study the
solution of the corresponding transport equation
for the case 1iw0{3 » 1.
By methods similar to those used by Davydov
and Shmushkevich 14 for H = 0, we consider two
regions of possible values for the electron energy
E. In the first region 0 < E < 1iw 0 , and in the second
1iw0 < E < 21iw 0• Electrons in the first region can
only absorb optical phonons, as a result of which
they get into the second region. The probability
for such a process is proportional to N0
"'exp ( -1iw0{3), i.e., exponentially small. For
electrons in the second region the most probable
process is that of emitting a phonon, as a result of
which the electron gets into the first region. The
probability for such a process is proportional to
N0 + 1, i.e. it is not exponentially small.
We write down the transport equation separately
for electrons of each of these two regions. We
shall write the correction to the equilibrium distribution function f 0 ( E ) in the form

f'

= npxdfo I ae,

where 1ip is the quasi -momentum of the electron
and the function X depends only on the energy E.
The transport equations for the first and second
region are, respectively, of the form
evE- ; (H>qx (ep)]v

= 4 ~2 ~ ~2q

+ 1)e- 11"'•~

{(N 0

(p + q) X(Ep-tq)- NoPX (ep)} {) (Ep-tq- Ep- nwo), (58)

where K 1 is a Macdonald function. Recognizing
that K 1 (z) R~ 1/z if z « 1, and K 1 (z) = ./ 1T'j2ze-z
for z » 1, we get at high temperatures (1iw 0{3 « 1)
Oxx =
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c

evE- e [Hx,x (ep)]lv

=

A \' d3q N fioo,~ (
P- q ) X ( Ep-q )
4n 2 ~ T { 0e

- (No+ 1) PX (Ep)} {) (Ep- Ep-q- nwo)·
(59)
Because of the properties of the o function, one
can take x ( E ) out from under the integral sign
and the determination of the right hand sides of
(58) and (59) is reduced to the evaluation of integrals of the kind
\'

d3q

8n ( m )'I• (

~ (p- q) {) (Ep- Ep-q- nwo) T= 3fi2 2/iroo

(56)

8 -

lirool)'/.

~ p.
(60)

We used here the fact that in the second region
1iwo) ;tiwo "' kT ;hwo « 1.
The other integrals on the right-hand sides of
(58) and (59) can be evaluated by similar means.
As a result we obtain the following set of equations
T 1eEjm + (1- iQ-rl) %1- 2x2l3 = 0,
( E -

and in the second case (1iwof3 » 1)
(57)

Equation (55) for high temperatures is the same as
the result obtained from the transport equation 4
and verifies the estimate (52).

T 2 eEjm

+ (1- iQ-r2) X2 - 2fa (efnw 0 ) %1 =

0,

(61)
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where x =Xx + ixy. and E =Ex+ iEy. The quantity T 1 is defined by Eq. (39), and T 2 = t 0 .Jnw0 jE.
Moreover, x1 = x ( E ) in the first region and X2
= x ( E + nw 0 ) in the second region, with E ;liw 0
« 1. The correction to the distribution function is

f' = 1i R.e (Px- ip) xato I ae.

(62)

Let the field E be along the x axis. Then
2/i?e
\ d3 dfo 9 R.
Cixx = (2n)3 mE X ~
p (j£ P';c e 'X·

(63)

It is independent of H, since the electrons have

only time to describe a small part of a revolution
during their sojourn in the second region.
If the magnetic field is increased still further
so that 1 « S1T2 « S"lTt. the electrons will also describe several revolutions while in the second
region. As before they will be the main ones involved in the transfer of current. Equation (64)
becomes in that case
R.ex2=- (Q2-r2fl eExfm,

It is clear that there are in this case two relaxa-

tion times connected with the collision operator,
and not one: Tt. the period an electron stays in the
first region, and T 2, the period an electron stays
in the second region. Depending on the ratio of
these periods to the Larmor frequency, we obtain
different expressions for <Txx·
If we use the inequalities E/Ow 0 « 1 and
kT ;liw 0 « 1, the solution of the set (51) has the
form

(68)
and we obtain for <Txx Eq. (49). It is clear that in
this case there is no basis whatever for hoping that
the estimate (52) is valid, since the conductivity is
determined by the time T 1 when H = 0, and by the
time T 2 in the case S1T 1 » S1T2 » 1. We note that
<Txy = ne 2/mn in the whole range of fields for which
S"lTt

» 1.

The presence of several plateaus on the curve
of <Txx (H) is thus not necessarily connected with
the presence of several kinds of carriers. It may
be caused by the complex character of the scattering.
7. We shall now ascertain when the collision
operator in the transport equation is independent
These formulae contain two dimensionless quantiof the magnetic field. We start with the case of
ties, ~h 1 and Sh2. The presence of two parameters acoustical phonons and assume that Q » w, where
causes the peculiar behavior of the function <Txx (H). w ~ w.J mkT /0 is a characteristic frequency for
We shall consider this behavior in the whole
the phonons interacting with the electrons. We can
range of magnetic fields in the classical region.
then in all terms of the series (26) (except the
If S1T 1 « 1, the current transferred by the eleczeroth term, which does not contain Q) neglect w
trons in the second region is negligibly small, bein comparison to Q, and we obtain
cause their number is exponentially small then.
ne2 r:1. 2
[
co ~co du
Nr:1. (
Clxx=
~
-exp { - u
We get for the conductivity the result (57) of
zy nmQ 2-ra 2 N=10
~
u
2
Davydov and Shmushkevich, where the time T 2 is
co
not involved at all.
+ _1_)}
\'~ v dve-v coth"-[N {.smh~)
~\
u
When the magnetic field is increased so that
0
co

(65)

co

+ ~ ; e-u~

exp{-vcoth ex-

r:~.} ~ }vl 0 (i:hr:~.)dv],

(69)
the electrons have time to describe several revolutions while they are in the first region and the con- where ~ = ( w /vT )2 and where the integration
variable is y = n 2 q~/8mkT.
ductivity due to them
Using Eq. (28) to evaluate the integral over v,
(66)
and summing the series obtained in that way in the
integral with respect to u, we get
decreases thus in inverse propertion to H2.
co
When the field is further increased the contrine•r:~. 2
[
\
du
exp {-CI. [1 + u/2 + 12u)}
(
Oxx = 2 Y nmQ•-r
2 j u 1 + exp {- Cl. (1 + u;2 + 1;2u)l co.tha
bution from the electrons in the first region bea
o
comes so small that the electrons in the second
'
1
)
region begin to play the main part in the transport
1 1 - exp {- r:1. (1 + uj2 + 1;2u)}
of current. If this occurs at such fields that inco
equality (65) is still valid, the corresponding trans+~ dy
(cothr:~.+~!2y)e-Y
,
7 0)
;, Y (1 + {;1Xy- 1cothcx + cx 2 {; 2 /4y•) /,
verse conductivity is equal to
If a « 1, the first integral in (70) can be evaluated
4 ne 2 f 0 ( 1iw 0 ). 2
1iw 0 }
(67)
Cixx =3-m-~
exp { -~
by expanding the denominators in series. It is suf0

0

1·

0

(
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ficient here to retain the term of order a. As a
result we get
_

Cixx-

3
1 )
Vllne
I _~_, -10
rx In-;:.
3 nmQ2-ra
s
2

(

(71)

The first term in (71) is the integral of the
series, and the second one the integral of the
zeroth term. If% a ln(vT/w) « 1, the main
term in (71) is the same as Eq. (53), which follows
from the solution of the transport equation, and the
term with the logarithm is a small quantum correction to (53). In that case one may assume that the
collision operator in the transport equation is independent of the magnetic field. Under conditions
such that
(72)
we could in principle observe the dependence axx
,..., 1/H, but in practice there is usually no region
where both inequalities (72) hold.
We shall not analyze the case w .G n. We note
only that here, too, Eq. (53) is valid in practically
the whole of the classical region, but the quantum
correction to it may be different from the one in
(71).
We turn now to scattering by optical phonons.
We consider in detail the most interesting case
when n « w 0 , and show that here, too, we can
assume in first approximation the collision operator to be independent of the magnetic field. To do
this we come back to the exact Eq. (34). First of
all we note that the estimates (42) and (43) for the
sum S 2 remain valid also in the classical limit.
Indeed, in the integral (35) the main part is played
by v"' 1/a + N, but since N 0 » 1/a, all calculations of Sec. 4 remain valid for most of the terms
in the sum. The whole difference from the quantum
limit consists only in the fact that the factor a in
the argument of the logarithm does not occur in
the classical case.
There remains only to estimate the sums S 1
and S3 and to show that the former is negligibly
small and that one can separate from the latter
the logarithmic term that leads to oscillations.
The main part in S 1 is played by the first N 1 "' 1/a
terms (the sum of all other terms is exponentially
small). In these first terms the essential values
of v ~ 1/a + N ~ 2/a are much less than the essential values of I N0 + N + o I u ~ N0 , so that one
may neglect the first term. The series can then
easily be summed and as a result we get

When evaluating the sum S3 one sees easily
that one can, on the other hand, neglect I N0 + N
+ o I u in comparison with v, and this leads to
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where the logarithmic correction is .0.S 3
= - 2a exp{- nwoJ3 /2} ln ( 1 - o) if 1 - o « 1,
and is negligibly small in the opposite case.
Substituting the sum of S 2 and 6S 3 into (34) we
get Eq. (49) for axx· Its first term gives the
classical conductivity and the second term the
very interesting oscillating quantum corrections
to it. They can in principle be observed if the
mechanism which removes the divergence at small
qz (which was discussed in Sec. 4) turns out to be
not too effective. We note only that Eq. (50), which
is valid in the quantum case when ao ( 1 - o) « 1,
requires in the classical region the inequality
o ( 1 - o) « 1, and contains not ln [ ao ( 1 - o) ]
but ln [ o ( 1 - o) ].
The ratio n/wo is thus essentially the only
parameter in the theory of the transverse conductivity caused by the scattering by optical phonons.
The quantity a, however, is a parameter only in
small ranges of changes in H near resonances.
If n/wo « 1, the main difference between the
quantum and classical regions is that in the former
case the oscillations are part of the main effect
while in the latter they are small quantum corrections.
We also studied the case nw 0,B « 1. The result
is that the collision operator is again field independent. The quantum corrections can oscillate in
this case, too.
In conclusion the authors wish to express their
gratitude to A. I. Ansel 'm for useful discussions
and for his interest in this paper.
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